
 

 

Eduqas 

English Language 

Component 1 

Revision Tasks 
 

Use the examples in this booklet to practise your exam techniques.   

Remember, each part of each component is assessed slightly differently.  You need 

to know what is being assessed in each question to ensure you get the highest marks 

possible. 

 

 

AO1 Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information and ideas  

Select and synthesise evidence from different texts  

AO2  Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language and 

structure to achieve effects and influence readers,  

Use relevant subject terminology to support your views  

AO3  Compare writers' ideas and perspectives, as well as how these are 

conveyed, across two or more texts  

AO4  Evaluate texts critically and support this with appropriate textual 

references  

AO5  Communicate clearly, effectively, and imaginatively 

Select and adapt tone, style and register for different forms, purposes 

and audiences 

Organise information and ideas 

AO6  Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, 

purpose and effect 

 Accurate spelling and punctuation  



Component 1 

20th Century Literature Reading and Creative Prose Writing 

1 hour 45 minutes 

40% of qualification 

SECTION A Reading – Literary Fiction 

A1 List 5… 

 Use the right section of the text 

 Simple sentences 

 Use words from the text 

 5 DIFFERENT things 

 NO MARKS for indiscriminate copying 

1 hour 

Aim for 1 

min per 

mark.  Use 

remaining 

time for 

reading 

and  

checking. 

5 Marks AO1  

A2 What impressions… How does the 

writer… 

 Use the right section of the text 

 Give an overview 

 Use words from the question 

 Point and evidence 

 Use words from the text 

 Aim for 5 different points 

 Comment on structure in the section 

 Comment on the effect on the reader 

 Look for ways the reader is influenced 

 Use subject terminology 

5 Marks AO2 

A3 10 Marks AO2 

A4 10 Marks AO2 

A5 Evaluate – How effective is… 

 Use the right section of the text – sometimes 

you will be asked about the whole text in this 

question! 

 Give an overview 

 Use words from the question 

 Point and evidence 

 Refer to yourself – I think… I feel… 

 Say how the writer has influenced your 

response 

 Use words from the text 

 Aim for 5 different points 

 Comment on structure 

 Make a value judgment 

 Use subject terminology 

10 Marks AO4 

 

 

  



Section A – 40 Marks 
 

This passage is about Justo Ansoltegui. He is a young man of eighteen who has 

inherited his family farm near the town of Guernica in Spain. 

 

 

Justo Ansotegui's reputation rose from Guernica uphill to the village of Lumo where Maria 

Onati heard that he was a defender of causes and a wit, although some suggested he was 

too eager to create his own mythology. Most often she'd heard that he was the one to watch 

during the strength events on feast days. One friend claimed that he had carried an ox into 

town across his shoulder and celebrated the feat by throwing the beast across the river. 5 

'Yes', said Justo when asked about the story. 'But it was only a small ox and downhill most of 

the way into town. And the wind was with me when I threw it.' 

Maria came to dance at one of the festivals with her sisters. She also decided to watch the 

men's competitions, which she usually avoided. 

Justo, the largest man standing beside a log at the start of the wood-chopping event, joked 10 

with the crowd as he removed his boots and grey socks. Going barefoot seemed foolhardy to 

Maria for one who would be flailing an axe so near his feet.  

'After all these years of competitions I still have nine toes,' he said, proudly wiggling the four 

remaining toes on one of his bare feet. 'But this is my only pair of boots and I can't afford to 

damage them.' 15 

He bent at the waist and tore into the pine log between his feet. The log split beneath him 

well before any others in the competition. Justo was seated, nine toes intact, and replacing 

his boots before the runner-up broke through his log. 

In the wine-drinking event, Justo was less impressive but in the 'farmer's walk' contest he 

was unmatched. This event tested strength and endurance as the competitors carried  20 

weights in each hand along a measured course until they dropped. For most competitors the 

collapse followed a familiar pattern. On the second lap, the knees began to bend 

dramatically. On the third, the shoulders pulled the spine into a dangerous curve and finally 

gravity yanked the weights and the man to the turf. 

Maria stood near the starting point when Justo was called. He grasped the weights, his face 25 

straining as if he'd never get them off the ground. It was false drama for the benefit of the 

audience because he easily hoisted them and marched without a struggle, his back rigid. 

Past the marks where others had fallen in exhaustion, Justo nodded to the little ones who 

would praise him to future generations. 

'Doesn't it hurt?' a young boy asked. 30 

'Of course, how do you think my arms got so long?' Justo answered and at that moment he 

straightened his arms against his sides, a move that caused the sleeves of his shirt to ride 

up, making his arms appear to grow in length. 

The boy gasped. 

It so happened that Maria discovered the need to visit friends near the finishing line. And 35 

who could have imagined that just as Justo walked past a friend would say something so 

amusing that Maria unleashed her most feminine laugh which caused Justo to turn in her 

direction? And because it was so amusing, it was natural that she would be smiling her 

broadest smile when he looked her way. 

Justo glanced at her and walked on. 40 

This must be the most arrogant man in Guernica, she thought. 

Behind the scenes, Maria quickly arranged to present the prize, a lamb, to the winner. 

'Congratulations,' she said to Justo. She handed him the lamb and moved in for the 



ceremonial kiss on his cheek. 

'Thank you,' Justo said and announced to the crowd, 'I am going to fill the valley with my 45 

flock from winning these events.' 

Justo waved and accepted congratulations as he walked through the crowd and Maria 

skirted the gathering so that he would have to pass her again. 

'Would you like to dance?' she asked. 

Justo stopped. He looked at himself in his dirty overalls. He looked back at her. 50 

'Did somebody tell you to do this? Justo asked. 

'No, I just thought you might like to dance, if you're not too worn out from all the chopping 

and lifting.' But they didn't dance. They sat and talked. Her sisters watched them, and on the 

walk home, they unanimously voted against her seeing this boy. 

She agreed he was not the most handsome man. He was frighteningly powerful and, despite 55 

his boasting in front of the crowd, he had been without confidence when they were alone. 

'He's homely,' a sister said. 

'He has character,' Maria argued. 

'He's ugly,' a less generous sister offered. 

'He has his own farm,' Maria's mother commented from behind the group of girls and Maria 60 

looked thoughtful. 

Maria was almost twenty, the eldest of a family of six girls. Her father had injured both legs in 

a fall at the farm, leaving him fixed to his wooden chair. Maria returned home in silence as 

her sisters debated Justo's many inadequacies. 

Others interested in Maria presented flowers or sweets when they arrived at her home. 65 

Justo arrived empty-handed but wearing his work clothes. He gave her mother a vigorous 

handshake, patted the father on his shoulder and asked a question that instantly won over 

Mrs Onati and the sisters. 

'What can I do to help?' 

'To help?' the mother asked. 70 

'Help. Heavy lifting, woodcutting, repairs ... whatever is hardest for you ladies.' 

Maria's mother sat down and wrote out a list. Justo nodded. 

'Come on, Maria, put your work clothes on and we'll be done before dinner,' 

After an afternoon of work, they sat together for a relaxed meal with everyone feeling as if 

Justo was already part of the family. The sisters, who would not now have to repair the roof, 75 

agreed that Justo was more appealing that they first thought. Not handsome, to be sure, but 

a good catch. And looks? Well, they're not everything. 

A month later at the next fair, Maria stood in the front row as Justo went through his 

preparation for the 'farmer's walk'. He set off along the path and then he took a sharp left turn 

and walked directly towards Maria. He held both weights in his massive left hand and with 80 

his right hand retrieved a gold ring from his trouser pocket. 

'Will you marry me?' he asked the stunned Maria. 

'Yes, of course.' They kissed. He readjusted the weights and went back to the competition. 

As Justo walked, a man overseeing the event walked beside him. 

'Justo, you went off the path, you're disqualified,' the judge said. 85 

Justo continued past the mark of the winner, just to show he could have done it anyway, and 

rejoined his future bride, apologising for not adding another lamb to their flock. 



Read lines 1-7 

A1 List five things you learn about Justo in these lines.    (5) 

 

Read lines 8-34 

A2  How does the writer show you Justo’s physical strength and power in 

these lines?            (5) 

 

You must refer to the language used in the text to support your answer, using 

relevant subject terminology. 

 

Read lines 35-64 

A3  How does the writer show the reader that Maria is interested in Justo in 

these lines? 

 

You should write about: 

 what Maria does to attract his attention; 

 the writer’s use of language to show her interest in Justo; 

 the effects on the reader. 

 (10) 

You must refer to the text to support your answer, using relevant subject 

terminology. 

 

Read lines 65-87 

A4 What impressions do you get of Justo in these lines?  (10) 

 

You must refer to the text to support your answer, using relevant subject 

terminology. 

 

Now consider the passage as a whole 

A5  Evaluate the way Maria is presented in this passage. (10) 

 

You should write about: 

 your own thoughts and feelings about how Maria is presented in the 

passage as a whole; 

 how the writer has created these thoughts and feelings. 

 

You must refer to the text to support your answer. 





  



 

Read lines 1-14 

A1 List five things you learn about Robert Quick’s garden in these lines. (5) 

 

Read lines 15-38 

A2  What impression do you get of the daughters Jenny and Kate in these 

lines?            (5) 

 

You must refer to the language used in the text to support your answer, using 

relevant subject terminology. 

 

Read lines 39-71 

A3  How does the writer create a sense of threat in these lines? 

 

You should write about: 

 how the girls speak and behave; 

 the writer’s use of language to show threat; 

 the effects on the reader. 

 (10) 

You must refer to the text to support your answer, using relevant subject 

terminology. 

 

Read lines 72-85 

A4 How does the writer show that Robert Quick does not understand his 

daughters?  (10) 

 

You must refer to the text to support your answer, using relevant subject 

terminology. 

 

Now consider the passage as a whole 

A5  ‘At the end of the story we are left uncertain if what happens is a game 

or not.’ How far do you agree with this statement? 

 

You should write about: 

 your own thoughts and feelings about how the writer presents the 

game; 

 how the writer has created these thoughts and feelings. 

 

You must refer to the text to support your answer. 

  



  



  



Read lines 1-9 

A1 List five things you learn about the setting that Professor Millward is in.

           (5) 

 

Read lines 10-26 

A2  How does the writer show that Professor Millward is in a future that is 

very different to now.        (5) 

 

You must refer to the language used in the text to support your answer, using 

relevant subject terminology. 

 

Read lines 27-48 

A3  What impression do you get of Professor Millward’s life in these lines? 

 

You should write about: 

 how Professor Millward thinks and feels; 

 the writer’s use of language to show those thoughts and feelings; 

 the effects on the reader. 

 (10) 

You must refer to the text to support your answer, using relevant subject 

terminology. 

 

Read lines 49-60 

A4 How does the writer create drama and tension in these lines?  (10) 

 

You must refer to the text to support your answer, using relevant subject 

terminology. 

 

Read lines 61-end 

A5  ‘At the end of the story the writer makes us feel that Professor Millward’s 

struggle has been pointless.’  How far do you agree with this 

statement?   

 

You should write about: 

 your own thoughts and feelings about how the writer presents Professor 

Millward; 

 how the writer has made us feel about the professor’s situation. 

 

You must refer to the text to support your answer. 

  



SECTION B Creative Prose Fiction Writing 

B1 Choose one title from 4 options as inspiration 

for a piece of original creative writing 

 Planning is essential 

 One option will give you an opening 

sentence. 

 One option will always be write about a 

time when… 

 Reflective autobiographical accounts 

are acceptable – they don’t have to be 

wholly true! 

 Avoid melodrama 

 Keep stories simple and down to earth! 

 Less is more.  Better to write 2 sides really 

well than 5 sides of shapeless waffle. 

 

45 mins 40 Marks AO5 

(24 Marks) 

 

AO6 

(16 Marks) 

 



SECTION B: 40 marks 

In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your creative prose writing 

skills. 

24 marks are awarded for communication and organisation; 16 marks are 

awarded for vocabulary, sentence structure, spelling and punctuation. 

You should aim to write about 450-600 words 

 

Choose one of the following titles for your writing:             [40] 

Either,  (a) The Fugitive. 

Or,   (b) Write about a time when you felt ashamed of yourself. 

Or,   (c) The Journey of a Lifetime. 

Or,   (d) Write a story which begins:  

‘Everyone said you should never go back but I could not 

resist ... .’ 

 

The space below can be used to plan your work. 



SECTION B: 40 marks 

In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your creative prose writing 

skills. 

24 marks are awarded for communication and organisation; 16 marks are 

awarded for vocabulary, sentence structure, spelling and punctuation. 

You should aim to write about 450-600 words 

 

Choose one of the following titles for your writing:             [40] 

 

Either,  (a)  The Traitor. 

Or,  (b)  Write about an incident when you were embarrassed by    

your friends or family. 

Or,   (c) A Day at the Seaside. 

Or,   (d) Write a story which begins: 

      He hoped he would have the strength to do what was right. 

 

The space below can be used to plan your work 
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Eduqas 

English Language 

Component 2 

Revision Tasks 
 

Use the examples in this booklet to practise your exam techniques.   

Remember, each part of each component is assessed slightly differently.  You need 

to know what is being assessed in each question to ensure you get the highest marks 

possible. 

 

 

AO1 Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information and ideas  

Select and synthesise evidence from different texts  

AO2  Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language and 

structure to achieve effects and influence readers,  

Use relevant subject terminology to support your views  

AO3  Compare writers' ideas and perspectives, as well as how these are 

conveyed, across two or more texts  

AO4  Evaluate texts critically and support this with appropriate textual 

references  

AO5  Communicate clearly, effectively, and imaginatively 

Select and adapt tone, style and register for different forms, purposes 

and audiences 

Organise information and ideas 

AO6  Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, 

purpose and effect 

 Accurate spelling and punctuation  



Component 2 

19th and 21st Century Non-Fiction Reading and 

Transactional/Persuasive Writing 

1 hour 45 minutes 

60% of qualification 

SECTION A Reading – 19th and 21st Century Non-Fiction Reading 

A1 Find and Retrieve 

 3 part question 

 No need for long answers – give either a short 

sentence or simply the fact 

 Read question carefully 

 If it asks for one thing, only give one! 

 Use specific details from the text. 

 No Marks for indiscriminate copying 

1 hour 

Aim for 1 

min per 

mark.  

Use 

remaining 

time for 

reading 

and 

checking. 

3 Marks AO1  

A2 How does the Writer 

 Often an evaluative question that needs you 

consider the type of text and its purpose.  

 Consider what the writer was trying to achieve in 

writing 

 Consider the intended audience 

 Aim to make 5 clear points 

 P.E.E.L 

 Explain effect  

 Use words from the question to shape your 

answer. 

 Comment on structure 

 Use subject terminology 

10 Marks AO2 

A3 Find and Retrieve 

 2 or 3 part question 

 No need for long answers – give either a short 

sentence or simply the fact 

 Read question carefully 

 If it asks for one thing, only give one! 

 Use specific details from the text 

 No Marks for indiscriminate copying 

3 Marks AO1 

A4 What do you think and feel 

 Begin each sentence with I think… or I feel… 

 Aim to make 5 supported points 

 Use P.E.E.L. 

 Personal response and empathy is key 

 Show that you have engaged with the text 

 Overview and comment on structure is needed 

for top marks 

10 Marks  AO4 

  



A5 Synthesis 

 Summarise what you would know if these were the 

ONY 2 SOURCES. 

 Draw together key points from both texts 

 No comparison 

 Overview is needed for 4 mark responses 

 Aim for 4 clear sentences that use a range of detail 

from both texts. 

 4 Marks AO1 

A6 Compare 

 Use comparison and contrast connectives 

 Sustained and detailed comparison needed for top 

marks 

 Consider purpose and audience of both texts. 

 Look for similarities as well as differences 

 Comment on the way each text is structured for 

effect 

 Explain effect of any techniques you identify 

 Compare tone and style as well as content 

 Use subject terminology 

10 Marks AO3 

 

  



SECTION A: 40 MARKS 

Answer all of the following questions 

The separate Resource Material for use with Section A is a newspaper article, 

`Kendrick Lamar Live Review`, by Marcus Teague. The extract opposite, ‘Mr Dickens’s 

Readings’, is an extract from a newspaper, written by an anonymous journalist. 

Read the article ‘Kendrick Lamar Live Review’ in the separate Resource Material. 

A1. (a) Name both of Kendrick Lamar’s albums mentioned in the article  

 [2] 

 (b) Which song is about an older Kendrick Lamar getting into trouble with his 

friends? [1] 

 (c) Which song did he perform last?      

 [1] 

A2. 

How does Marcus Teague show that Kendrick Lamar is an exciting performer?  

  [10] 

You should comment on:  

• what he says;  

• his use of language and tone 

Now read the article ‘Mr Dickens Readings’, about a public reading performance 

given by Charles Dickens. 

A3. (a) Which two venues in Liverpool has Charles Dickens performed at? 

  [2] 

(b) Which two readings did Dickens perform on the night described in the 

article? [2] 

(c) How did Dickens make his performance of the character of Squeers more 

effective? [2] 

A4. 

What impression of Charles Dickens do you get from the article?   

  [10] 

A5. 

Both of these texts are about public performances. Compare the following: 

 what the writers say about each performer’s talents; 

 how they make each performer sound impressive.    

 [10] 

You must use the text to support your comments and make it clear which text you 

are referring to. 



The following extract is taken from a 19th century review of Charles Dickens’ readings 

of his own writing to an audience in Liverpool. 

 

Mr Dickens’s Readings 

 

Mr Dickens last night gave a reading to a crowded audience in the small concert 

room at St. George’s Hall. Some years ago Mr Dickens paid a visit to this town in the 

character of a “reader” – only less distinguished as a reader than as a novelist – and 

at the Philharmonic Hall charmed large audiences by his splendid elocutionary 

abilities. Time has considerably altered his personal appearance, but it has not 

diminished one jot the dramatic force and truth by which in a marked degree his 

readings are distinguished. There are the same freshness and vigour of delivery, and 

the same happy power of treating both the humorous and the pathetic passages of 

his subject. Few of our celebrated novelists could vocally do justice to their own 

works, but Mr Dickens has that rare faculty of bringing out into a new light and 

investing with a new interest points which the most careful of his readers have 

overlooked, and well-conned passages acquire a new meaning and a greater 

force when heard from his lips. “Doctor Marigold” and “Nicholas Nickleby at Mr 

Squeers’ School,” were the subjects selected for last night’s reading.  

At the back of the platform a large screen had been put up for the purpose of 

throwing the sound forward into the hall, and a kind of sound-board was suspended 

in front. Mr Dickens, on making his appearance, was very cordially greeted. He took 

his stand behind a small table covered with crimson velvet, and, without a word of 

preface, began his reading of “Doctor Marigold.” He had a book with him, but 

throughout he made no reference to it, and his memory, during the hour that the 

“reading” occupied, was never once at fault, although the phraseology was 

peculiar and the utterance was often very rapid.  

The impersonation of the Cheap Jack* style was almost perfect. Closing the eyes, 

and shutting out from the vision the middle-aged gentlemanly-looking man in 

evening dress who occupied the platform, one might easily have imagined that the 

speaker was a real living specimen of the Cheap Jack fraternity. The most valuable 

of Cheap Jacks could not have rattled on more glibly than did Mr Dickens as he ran 

over the list of articles which “Dr Marigold” offered to his customers, which the 

peculiar intonation and action which are characteristic of the class were faithfully 

rendered. We cannot note in detail all the points in which Mr Dickens excelled, but 

his imitation of the weak, piping, treble tones of the languid giant was particularly 

good, and evoked roars of laughter. Throughout there were frequent bursts of 

applause and laughter; while, on the other hand, tenderer emotions were touched 

by the pathetic manner in which Mr Dickens represented his humble hero standing 

upon the footboard of his cart clasping his dying child to his breast.  

The narrative of Nicholas Nickleby’s experiences at Mr Squeers’ school was even 

more successful. In this Mr Dickens had greater scope for the display of the 

character, and he did not fail to take advantage of it. It was in the representation, 

however, of the tyrant Squeers that he was most happy. Mr Dickens not only 

capitally initiated the coarse, rough manner of speaking in which Squeers indulged, 

but gave a sinister aspect to his countenance by partially closing one eye, as though 

he, like Squeers, had lost the use of it. The overbearing, tyrannous conduct of the 

man was indicated with the utmost fidelity, both in voice and gesture, and yet so 

naturally that all thought of the elaborate study of details which this perfection 

involved never once occurred in his mind.  

At the close of the “reading” a round of cordial cheers conveyed the thanks of the 

audience to Mr Dickens for the intellectual treat he had afforded them. 

*Cheap Jack = a person who sells cheap or shoddy goods 



Kendrick Lamar live review – a blistering 

performance charged with complex narratives 

Marcus Teague 

Wednesday 23rd March 2016 

 

Last October I went to the Rod Laver Arena to see Kiss. The costumed originators of 

1970s arena rock pulled out all the stops for their typically stupendous show – lasers, 

confetti, fake blood. All that. Their lighting rig doubled as a giant mechanical spider 

that shot fire. 

Earlier this week  Gene Simmons, their lead singer, said he was “looking forward to 

the death of rap”. It was the kind of nonsense statement you’d expect someone of 

Simmons’s generation to come out with. But last night, back in the same arena to see 

Kendrick Lamar, I thought about it. Kiss staked their career on dressing up as 

demons and play-acting childish fantasies. Lamar has replaced them as rock stars by 

investigating his own, real demons and, while doing so, he is challenging the cultural 

fantasy of young black males trying to be men in modern America. 

That’s to say nothing of his charisma. In black jeans, hoodie and white sneakers, 

Lamar strode into the vast space between his talented four-piece band and a mic 

stand, perched at lip of the stage. He approached it ... and feinted. The crowd roared. 

He braced, ready – and backed off again. Teasing. It was enough to elicit hysteria. 

Finally the band launched, and Lamar blazed into the insane vocal gymnastics of ‘For 

Free?’ from his third album ‘To Pimp a Butterfly’. The sold-out room detonated with 

joy. 

http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/gene-simmons-skewers-pop-charts-is-looking-forward-to-death-of-rap-20160317
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/gene-simmons-skewers-pop-charts-is-looking-forward-to-death-of-rap-20160317


Across an hour-and-a-half of music, the multifaceted Lamar presented as the perfect 

performer, entertainer, band leader and commentator. Hip-hop is just the vehicle for 

an artist so advanced he seems to defy category, transcending the genre as he worked 

his way through a set almost entirely collated from last year’s album, the critical opus 

‘To Pimp a Butterfly’, and the widescreen storytelling of his 2012 breakthrough 

album, ‘Good Kid, M.A.A.D City’. 

As if to keep his complex narratives on point, the show grouped album tracks 

together. The hectic jazz of ‘For Free?’ followed by  ‘Wesley’s Theory’ and a verse 

from ‘Institutionalized’ had Lamar rooted to the spot, gesticulating with his hands as 

if to sculpt words as they left his mouth. 

That trio was another feint of sorts, a flex of verbage and intellect before he swan-

dove into a swathe of ‘Good Kid, M.A.A.D City’ favourites. Lamar wrenched his mic 

off the stand and ran the stage for a colossal ‘Backseat Freestyle’, updated live with 

blasts of distorted guitar that had the pit swirling like a drain. Between that and the 

sing-along chant of ‘Swimming Pools (Drank)’, Lamar welded the back half of 

‘M.A.A.D City’ – an old-school lope about the indoctrination of young Lamar to the 

hood lifestyle – with the first verse of ‘The Art Of Peer Pressure’, about an older 

Lamar finding himself getting into trouble with peers. 

As the show gained intensity, Lamar opened up. After the G-funk-touched ‘Hood 

Politics’, Lamar offered: “I have to tell you this, some of my most loyal and dedicated 

fans are in this arena right now. I don’t care if you’re black, green, blue, purple, this 

music brings us together.” And after the spooky waltz of the self-scouring ‘U’ – in 

part a wretched reflection on Lamar lording it up abroad as a childhood friend died at 

home – Lamar shared a dedication shorn of hip-hop bluster. “When I sing a song like 

that, it’s not just a song representing me,” he told the crowd. “It’s representing every 

one of you. Anyone who knows my music knows it’s about you. Anyone who feels like 

they don’t want to live anymore, listen to that song and know that I’m right there 

with you.” 

Rapping, writing, performing, sharking – Kendrick never flags. After wild scenes for 

his final song ‘Alright’, he drew it up. “I am, we are, Kendrick Lamar,” he boomed 

before leaving. We knew what he was trying to say, but we’re just not. There’s only 

one. 

  

http://www.theguardian.com/music/musicblog/2012/dec/10/best-albums-2012-kendrick-lamar
http://www.theguardian.com/music/musicblog/2012/dec/10/best-albums-2012-kendrick-lamar
http://www.theguardian.com/music/kendrick-lamar


 



 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



 

SECTION B Transactional/Persuasive Writing 

B1 TWO compulsory writing tasks.  Complete 

both. 

One will be persuasive, the other could be 

anything. 

 Planning is essential 

 Adapting writing to FORM, PURPOSE and 

AUDIENCE is key. 

 Think carefully about WHAT you have 

been asked to write.  You need to 

include features of that type of text. 

 Make it as convincing as you can.  Think 

about the things your audience needs to 

hear. 

 Think about what would motivate 

someone to create this type of text.  Try 

to make it authentic. 

 Transaction is key to these tasks.  Try to 

make your reader respond.  Your writing 

shouldn’t read like an exercise! 

 Less is more.  Write well rather than lots. 

 Develop your paragraphs.  Add detail 

around topic sentences rather than 

listing lots of different ideas. 

1 Hour 

30 mins 

per task 

40 Marks AO5  

(12 Marks) 

 

AO6  

(8 Marks) 

 

 

  



SECTION B: 40 marks 
 

Answer Question B1 and Question B2. 
 

In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your writing skills. 
 

For each question, 12 marks are awarded for communication and organisation; 8 marks are 
awarded for vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation and spelling. 

 
Think about the purpose and audience for your writing. 

 

You should aim to write about 300-400 words for each task. 

 

B1  Your school or college is keen to make a wider range of sports available 

to students 

Write a report for the Headteacher suggesting ways this might be done.   

 You could include: 

 Your analysis about the sport on offer to students at the moment; 

 Your ideas about how the situation could be improved. 

 

 

B2  The government is proposing to increase the amount of time given to 

compulsory sports in school for all students up to the age of 16. 

You have been commissioned to write an article for a national 

magazine about the proposal. 

 

Write an interesting article for the magazine trying to persuade readers 

that this is or is not a good idea. 

  



SECTION B: 40 marks 
 

Answer Question B1 and Question B2. 
 

In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your writing skills. 
 

For each question, 12 marks are awarded for communication and organisation; 8 marks are 
awarded for vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation and spelling. 

 
Think about the purpose and audience for your writing. 

 

You should aim to write about 300-400 words for each task. 

 

B1  Your local council is proposing to pedestrianise a large area in the 

centre of your city. 

Write a letter to your local councillor arguing either for or against this 

proposal.   

 You could include: 

 Your thoughts about how the proposal would affect local residents; 

 Your ideas about how the proposal would work practically. 

 

 

B2  To ease congestion around your school, the governors want to reduce 

the number of students who travel to school by car. 

You have been asked to write an article for the school magazine about 

this issue. 

 

Write an interesting article for the school magazine trying to persuade 

fellow students to walk or cycle to school. 

  



SECTION B: 40 marks 
 

Answer Question B1 and Question B2. 
 

In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your writing skills. 
 

For each question, 12 marks are awarded for communication and organisation; 8 marks are 
awarded for vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation and spelling. 

 
Think about the purpose and audience for your writing. 

 

You should aim to write about 300-400 words for each task. 

 

B1  You have heard about a sponsored challenge in which participants will 

have to do a twenty mile walk across hills and rugged country. Money 

will be raised for charity but the challenge will be physically tough. 

 

Write a letter to a friend persuading him or her to take part.  

 

 You could include: 

 Your thoughts about why the event would be a good thing to do; 

 Your ideas about how you can prepare for the event. 

 

 

B2  You have to give a talk to your class with the title ‘Mobile phones: a 

blessing or a curse?’ 

Write a speech that presents your views on this topic. 

 


